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"How to Encounter a Puddle" by Anny Li depicts and explores the author's curiosity and inquisitiveness of
puddles that are displayed across the NYC financial sector. Li dissects her idea through impetuous
moments of photography, capturing her further thinking. Throughout this writing, the notion of the "puddle"
is more profound than "murky waters"(1), is traversed through the author's exploration of photography and
bullet points defining, the "urban puddle" purpose.
Li details puddles higher purpose, conveying how failure (puddles) results in creativity; "Puddles are more
than just temporary accumulations of water, I began to store them as scattered fragments of evidence,
documents in and of themselves."(2).Puddles appear unnoticed in in-between areas with no significance,
yet reflect history and life. The puddles are documentation that reflects the city's growth and interacting
identities. The residue effecting people passing through, leaving a pathway of movement as evidence of
life; showing how damaged concrete creates an impactful entity, effecting the passers and itself.
Li's research of photography reinforces the notion of this busy pool being the entity of life, capturing the
puddle's irrelevance as well as it's blind purpose, with its reflection mirroring the surrounding city, it's
ecological life (habitat), and history of life. Referring to "What we can learn from the humble puddle?"(3),
that we should think and act like a puddle, being impactful blindly, how such negative space can hold
such experience.
Li's words effected my perspective concerning my creative ways towards my design practice, so I
explored the deeper meanings of this "urban puddle", in my fabrication practice. Where I'm designing a
threshold into the St James Theater/building, that is well-lived/damaged; displaying qualities of being
abused/lonely, similar to the puddle's identity, which I would consciously avoid. Opening me to envision
how this unwelcomed space held knowledge and beauty, reflecting the environment we live in. With the
text describing boundaries spatially, how unwelcoming display such knowledge and beauty in the world,
and the ability of failure to develop into creativity, I am looking at this project at a different angle.
Investigating the destruction of the space as past life and joy, reflecting the history of the movement that
encompasses. With this new perspective, I can use this damage to my advantage and utilise the areas of
negativity, instead of shying away allowing space of abundance to portray the beauty of the design, in this
"overlooked space."(4).
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Artist, Celine Condorelli's "Support Structures," explores the concept of support structures in today's
urban society, how the things we rely on for support are unnoticed. The text depicts the notion of many
support systems, physical, political, conceptual, and social. Through the author's conversation with
Theorist Mark Cousins, we can visualise the great impact support structures have.
Condorelli and Cousins dialogue describes Cousins' theory; relationships between the supported and the
supporter, through imagery of scaffolding. "What is the relationship between object and support?", he
defines the idea of scaffolding (support) as a temporary structure that is not present, yet helps the
process of construction. This portrays the idea of something needing support, not meaning it's broken.
I explored Cousins's theories further with his investigations of his student's fantasy. He explores how
objects are located (which are subconsciously themselves), and figures-out where the ground of support
lies. Most don't visualise flooring, yet perceive themselves as free-standing; having the idea of being not
needing help. "This might be internal and invisible, or it might be because the object as such provides the
means of supporting", describing the relationship between the supporter and the supported, and figuring
out where the support is received. Which I agree with, it elaborates the detailing of not knowing where
help is received from subconsciously, until it's gone. "Of course, what you are looking for here is precisely
those things that are taken for granted".
Condorelli's work opened my thinking and ideas on not only where I find this support in my everyday life,
as well through my design practice, making me analyse and visualise differently. I thought my support
would have come from my previous work or the internet, yet after reading this work and being on
lockdown, I have realised where the support I need comes from. The stability and growth that I need for
my work comes from my friends and peers. These peers help me develop my ideas further and give me
support when I am struggling to allow myself to grow. "What you see is not what you get", the strength my
friends give me, results with my creativity and different thinking.
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Mexico based artist Francis Alys's "The Paradox of Praxis 1" is a 4.59-second video depicts the artist
pushing a large block of ice through the streets of Mexico, until the block disappears into nothing but
liquid. This action of movement demonstrates to pointless efforts of the everyday Mexico City residents, to
improve their daily struggles and living conditions. This production faces ideas of politics and
environmental issues, through an impactful visual.
Alys is famous for his poetic performances and artworks, that portray metaphorical techniques to
emphasise political and social realities of Mexico. The symbolic act describes poetic imagery, with the
central concept being the struggles of the ice being pushed through the streets, representing the heavy
struggles that the residents face. With the ice slowly fading into nothing, depicting how these individuals
fade-out. The use of videography is a powerful technique of experience, allowing a connection between
the artist, and illustration how hard it would be to transport this weight. With the artist location and
interaction with the environment, the viewer's place themselves into the lives of the civilians, and feel the
emotional experience of their struggles. "You do not need to witness this action in order to imagine
it"(1)-Alys. Alys made a powerful experience for the viewers, allowing the imagination to tell the story. No
matter how much effort is made moving the block, the outcome of the ice will remain; reflecting the unfair
life of the residents, with the poor staying poor; ice just being water.
This impactful performance was effective, with portraying Alys's pure notion of leading the viewers on this
experience of facing the resident's hardships. We imagine the tools the individuals start with (ice) at the
beginning of life, and no matter how hard they push they will still end up with nothing (liquid); which is a
powerful message. In my design practice, I focus on creating around the thought of experience, and how
the viewers will situate themselves or feel the emotions, I present. This work inspired me to investigate his
use of symbolism to create a more substantial experience.
This work has also changed my opinion on portraying all my ideas to create an intense experience, yet
the work depicts how one idea can evoke many emotions. For my fabrications practice, I'm going to
explore a minimalistic experience to portray a powerful idea.
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"On how to grow an idea" by Jenny Odell, the theory of "do-nothing farming"(1) is explored and defines
how the best work is composed with doing the least amount of work. The text investigates how to
determines natural ways of creating ideas and works possible with doing minimal work.
The text explains a unique technique of allowing the thinking and creating process for the individual to
succeed. The writing bases itself around the "do-nothing farming" which is Fukuoka's way of farming,
where he avoids working at all costs. With planting his rice seeds in autumn instead of spring, allowing
the seasonal effects take over; allowing the farmer to do minimal work instead. Interestingly, Odell
elaborates further into this idea by detailing that the most comfortable process that comes naturally will
have the best results. "So when moving forward means taking something away, or moving in a direction
that appears to be backward?"(2), explaining how the best way to produce work may be the "odd/wrong"
way, yet it will create the best personal work.
Odell describes how the farmer collaborates with the land, "not farming the land"(3), and together creating
an effortless process of growth. The theorist David Abarm that Odell mentions believes that "it is not how
we are thinking, but rather the environment that is thinking through us"(4); explaining how the surrounding
environment and process we naturally comply effects how we think. Which is evident in my design
process, with freely completing better work when playing around with the process of creating and ideas.
This text developed my understandings further with the process of creating my best work; doing the least
amount of work. "Ideas, like consciousness itself, are emergent properties, and thinking might be more
participation than it is production" (5) Odell describes the process of letting the subconscious mind
connecting with the process and environment can create the best ideas. I've noticed within my design
practice how I struggle to produce work when focusing on the end product, so to apply this idea of
"do-nothing" to my creative process; I may produce better work that comes organically. "If we accept this
view of the mind with humanity and awe, we might be amazed at what we will grow there"(6).
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